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ABSTRACT 

UCR L-3797 

In this introduction to the subject of Coulomb excitation, the purely 
theoretical aspects of the subject are treated only with plausibility considerations 
in the semiclassical approximation, so as to give an idea of the physical ideas 
involved. The results derived from the theoretical analysis are, however, 
considered in detaiL In general the discussion is directed towards experi
mentalists who have available machines that are not limited by bombarding 
energy and give beams of heavy ions; such machines are just coming into 
operation at Berkeley and Yale. The report should, however, still be of use 
to others who do not possess these facilities. A set of graphs useful for the 
interpretation of experimental results is given. 
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. 1. GENERAL AIMS 

· This article is a gerie ral i~troauction to th~ subject of Coulomb excitation 
for those not familiar with the subject. The bias is towards ~p.e practical side 
of the subject, though some attempt is made 1n a nonrigormis' way to indicate 
how the various formulae arise. 

. The main reason why 'this hasbeen written is that a machine for 
accelerating heavy ions up to energies of 10 M~v per nucleon -..yill s'ooh be 
available in the Radiation Lab.oratory at Berkeley; it should he possible to use 
these heavy ions for'experiments inCoulon~b excitation. Considerable 
attention is therefore paid to the effect of the nature of the bombarding particle 
on the experimental results. It is shown that in general the use of heavy 
rather than light 'ions is advantageous. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

When a moving charged particle comes close to a nucleus it is deflected 
in the Coulomb field produced by the nuclear electric charge. Such deflection 

. without change of energy is known as elastic (Rutherford) scattering. The 
moving charged particle produces at the nucleus a time -varying electric field 
which may induce transitions to excited states. This is an example of a .. 
process of inelastic scattering, which can occur even when there is negligible 
interaction between the nuclear fields of the bombarding and target nuclei; this 
process is known as Coulomb excitation. 

In the following sections we shall consider the mechanism of this process, 
using plausibility arguments, and follow this by a discussion of the ways in which 
it can be of use in studies of nuclear properties. 

Those who wish more details on this subject should read the recent 
review article by Alder, Bohr, Huus, Mottelson and Winther, in which almost 
all the aspects of Coulomb excitation to date are considered. (Other references 
are given at the end of each section but are not given in' the text.) 

Graphs of functions useful in the evaluation of experiments.are given at 
the end. These have been taken mainly from the article by Alder et al.; we 
are indebted to these authors for permission to reproduce then. 

Bibliography 

K. Alder, A. Bohr, T. Huus, ·B. Mottelson and A. Wirither, Revs. 
Modern Phys. 28, 432, 1956. 
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3. PLAUSIBILITY DERIVATION OF THE FORMULAE 
FOR THE TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS 

3. 1. First~Order Processes 

We shall consider the situation in which the energy of the bombarding 
particle is sufficiently low that penetration through the potential barrier is 
negligible and in which the energy of the state to be excited is low compared 
with the bombarding energy. In this case it is possible to make a semi
classifical calculation of the problem, the bombarding particle being considered 
as moving in its classical trajectory (a hyperbola). Numerical factors are 
in general omitted in this discussion. 

A diagram of the situation is given in Fig. 1. The initial·velocity of 
the bombarding particle (which may be a nucleon or nucleus) is v, and P 
is its impact parameter. zl and ~ are the charge numbers of the 
particle and nucleus respect1vely, FT is a point at the center of mass of the 
nucleus, and r (t) and r · are the coordinates: of the particle and the p th 
proton in the nucleus relafive to P. The influence of the electric field of 
the particle on the nucleus can be described by the time -dependent potential 

z2 
zl 

2 

L e 
V(t) = ( 3. 1) 

p = 1 ::. ( t) - r p 

V(t) can be expanded in terms of its multipoles; that of order '-. is given by 

r P'"A y),: '( ep' $p) y"AI' ( 9( t)' $(t)J G( tl(Ml) 

( 3. 2) 

Since the field of the particle produces only a small pert1,1rbation in the 
nuclear wave function, the probability for excitation of a given level of 

· energy .6.E = -1i: w is · 

p 

(3. 3) 

where Mf is the magnetic quantum number of the final state and 

[<f \vt-(t) \ i) 
-00 

1 1 wt 
e dt . (3A) 

. Here <f I y').(t) I i) is the matrix element of the operator V.)..(t) between 
the initial and final states of the nucleus. We may write Eq. (3, 4) in the form 

,, 
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Fig. 1. Classical" piCture of the projectile orbit in the 
Coulomb field of the nucleus. 
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';}... 
r· ··:ta (8 , <1> ) 

tnf.l. p p 
p 

where ( i I e rpl\ y1}\~ ( ep, cpp) If> = (.i I Me (1\., f!) I f). is the nuclear 

matrix element of the multipole operator of order :~. 

We. shall not attempt to solve the integrals in Eq. (3.5) exactly, but 
will use pl~usibility arguments to derive the result. In order to give us an 
order-of-magnitude value for the unit of length required in this calculation 
we use the quantity 

a = ( 3 .6) 

which is half the distance of closest approachin a head-on collision; M is 
the reduced_('}?afs of the particles. In Fig. 2a is shown the behavior of the 
quantity r .'+ )y

2
f! (8 cp) as a function if t; the order of magnitude of the 

w.idth of this curve is a/v. This has to be multiplied by the periodic function 
e 1 wt and integrated b~tween plus and minus infinity. Now the real and . 
imaginary parts of eu.wt = cos wt + i sin wt are alternately positive and 
negative by equal amounts. Hence, if there is a large number of loops in 
the time· a/v, (see Figs. 2b and 2a) the magnitude of the integral is very 
small, because the positive and negative parts cancel out. This is .the case 
for a/v )) 1/w. However, when a/v becomes comparable in magnitude 
with w, this cancellation no longe·r occurs, and the integral may become 
large. The condition for the integral to be large is therefore 

-/ ~ . /fl./ w - a/v. 

Substituting for a from Eq. (3.6) and remembering that AE = Alw, we 
obtain the condition 

s = .6.E L.. l. 
2E 

( 3. 7) 

From th~se considerations we therefore expect the cross section to be "" 
approximately constant when the parameter s is less than unity and to fall 
off rapidly as £ becomes greater than unity; in fact the fall-off is approxi-
mately expo~ential. 
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(a) 
-}.+( r Y(Bm,cpm) 

Fig. 2. 

2}1-

t-

(b) 

MU-13527 

(a.) Ap.proximate form of the function r -( X+l)y 
2 

[8(t) <j>(t)J as a function of time. ', fJ. 
·(b) Real (exp iwt) as a function of time. 
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Now in the above we really have considered only what fraction of the 
area of the curve of Fig. 2a is given by the integral in Eq. (3.5). In order 
to obtain the actual magnitude of the integral we must also know the area 
~nde r the curve. Not.ing th~t we ha_"J.e -~ dt = (~)dr, we se.e that that i~tegral 
1n Eq. (3.5) has the d1mens10ns v :·r- . Tlius, neglectmg the exp(1wt) 
te_)~-\ we might plausibly expect the result to be of the form and magnitude 

v. a 

Combining the 

Pcx:: 

results we have 

~~:)2 
J.LMf 

obtained, we get 

(3.8) 

where fE)(s) is a function ~f the parameter ~ given by Eq. (3. 7) and 
having the property that f'\ (~) .c.J constant for ~ ( 1 and falls off ll"capidly 2 
with increasing ~) l. (See Fig. 8 ) The .quantity ~ I ( i j Me (l.., J.L) I f/l 

J.L f 
is usually called the reduced transition probability for the radiation of 
multipolarity "-, and is denoted by BEi}...' It is the essentially nuclear part 
of the transition probability, as all the other factors that depend on things 
external to the nucleus and that lead to energy dependence have been removed. 
It is easier to see the meaning of this in the analogous case of alpha-
particle emission. Here the total transition probability,can be seen to be 
made up of two factors. One is the probability for leaking through the 
potential barrier, this partcontaining all the energy dependence; the other 
is the reduced transition probability for alpha e111ission, i.e., the probability 
for formation of an. alpha particle just outside the nuclear surface. 

Our expression (3.8) gives the probability for excitation of the state of 
energy .t..E by a particle in anaverage trajectory. Now, only particles 
with impact parameters of the order of magnitude of or less than a are 
going to contribute much to the cross section. The ref ore we might expect 
the cross section to be of the order of magnitude 

', ' 2 

2 . 2·(zlez)· 
a:cx:: lTa PaclTa· -~. · 
. £v 

B ·. 
E~ 
~ 

e a 
( 3. 9) 

The correct result, from the semiclassical approximation, is 

(3.10) 

where v. and vf are the initial and final velocities of the particle. The 
quantitie1 ~ and a are given by the expressions 
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(3.11) 

This reduces to Eq. (3. 7) for .6.E <.<.E. 

The cross section for magnetic multi poles is given by 
2 . 

_ 2 ( z 1e
2 

\ c BM:l-. (vf) 21.-2 
(]' - a J 2 a: - . fM"' ( s ) . 

h c e a v. 
1 . 

( 3.12) 

It is therefore less by a factor of about (v/ c)
2 

than that for an: electric 
multipole of the same order. The reason for the presence of the c rather 
than the v can be s.een. from the fac~tp;t the electric field at a. dis_t<:i.nce r 
from a charge Ze 1s g1ven by· E = -f , whereas the magnet1c f1eld from 

r 

H 
_ Ze r~x .:t.] 

a charge moving with velocity v is given by _ - L~~ . 
c r 

A full quantum -mechanical treatment of the Coulomb excitation problem 
shows that the cross section cannot be given in terms of the quantity s · alone; 
another parameter s is also required. This is given by 

s1. = Z1Z2e2~v1. = z1z2. ( .. A7 I \.1/2. 
//1 2 \10.008 · E Mev ) 

(3.13). 

The quantal cross sections may be written in the same form as Eqs . 
. (3.10). ~nd (3.1~) ab.ove excep,t that .f't. (.sL.is r_eplaced by f.~( si' s) These two 
quant1t1es are 1dent1cal at the class1cal hm1t; 1. e. when S·~ . In most 
pr~ctical c~ses the ·d~fference between f).. '(oo, s) and f>-'.(si~ s). is small, and 
1t 1s .co.nven1ent to wnte 

(3.14) 

The correction factors R,}, ( S·, s) for E 1 and E2 transitions are shown in 
Fig. 10 (at the end of the papel-); the correction factors for E3 and E4 
transitions with s = 0 are also shown. The figure suggests that the deviations 
are increasing with increasing multipolarity. However, ~- is usually greater 
than 5, so that the deviations in practice are probably smah even for the high 
multipoles. 

An alternative way of working out the quantal cross sections is given in 
the papers of Biedenharn et al. 
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3.2 Second-Order Processes 

The theory of Section 3.1 assumes·'t:hat the probability P (see Eqs. 
(3.3) to (3.5)) is so small that no transition thatinvolves intermediate states 
need be cons ide red. This situation is well obeyed for many but not all 
practical cases in Coulomb -excitation experime.nts. 

,, 
We first consider a simple case, the ground-state rotational band of an 

even-even nucleus. The 4+ state could be excited by a direct E4 transition 
or by two successive E2 transitions via the 2+ intermediate state. On our 
semiclassical picture we. might expect the cross section for the last process 
to be given by 

2 
a E2, E2 -v 7T a PE2 ( O ----7 2) PE2 (2 ?4) 

2 -1 = (1r. a ) aE2(0~2) aE 2(2~4). (3.15) . 
This' expression· is :probabLy of th~ co~·rect _order _of ~magnitude for' the 
cross section in this special case. However, prpcesses of this type should 
not in general be considered from such a naive point of view as that above; 
contributions from intermediate states having energies greater than that of 
the final state may be significanL 
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4. DISCUSSION OF THE CROSS -SECTION FORMULAE 

4.1 Variation With Multip·olarity 

As we have seen in the preceding section, the cross section for magnetic 
excitation is less than that for electric excitation by a factor (v/c) 2 . For this 
reason no magnetic excitations have been observed, and the following refers 
to electric excitation only. 

It is of interest to consider the expression for different multipoles when 
the BE'A have the 'single -particle values. These are given approximate! y by 

2 
e 

r 
4 'IT 0 

(4.1) 

. . -13 
where. r = L2 10 em and A

2 
is the mass number of the nucleus. Fro.n 

Eq. (3.1<~\ it follows, after substitution of (4.1), that (for the same value of· v) 
we have 

(J (;~) 
= 

(J ('~+1) 

2A. 2/3 
ro 2 

a 

2 
f(£)£,_:·;, ro 

f ( c) ~ z---z-2 
,"'E'1-.l) le ' ' '+ 

( 4. 2) 

For a typical case with z 1 = 2; z
2 

= 92, A 2 = 230, and E = 3 Mev, we have 
2 2/3/ 2 -2 . r

0 
A 2 a = 3 x 10 The ratlo of the fE'k is about 0;05 (see Fig. 8, at 

end) so that the ratio of the cross sections is about 1.5 x 10-
3 

From this it would appear that electric dipole excitation would be most 
easily observed .. Thi$ conclusion is,· however, incorrect for the following 

. reason. There .are many cases in which E1 excitation to low-lying states 
would in principle be observed, but in nearlyevery case there are selection 
rules forbidding the transition. In very many cases these transitions are 
slower by factors of between 103 and 106 than the single-particle estimates. 
The electric quadrupole transitions, on the other hand, are much faster, by 
factors of 10 to 100, than the single-particle estimates in the region of de
formed nuclei. Combining these quantities, we get a _factor of between 10 
and 10 5 in favor of the E2 transitions relative to the E 1 transitions. In 
fact, with aboUt two exceptions, the multipolarity of all observed excitations 
has been E2. . 

4.2 Variation With Charge and Mass Number 

We shall consider firstthe quantity fEi ( £) and then the remainder 
of Eq. (3.10). It is clear from the relation 

£ = ( Z 1 z 2 e 
2 

M 1 
1
/

2 
/-TI) _t.E/ (2E) 

3(~ that £ increases and hence, for 

given ,t.E and. E, fE?>. (£) decreases with increasing z 1 , z 2 , and M 1 . 

For given ,t.E and z
2 

the bombarding energy require·d to get the same 
. 2 1/3 . 

value of £ is proportional to (Z
1 

A
1

) . 
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The first p~r't of the e:quation is dependent 'on multi:polinity. roughly 
speaking it fixes u for ~ having some small value less than unity,. say 
0. 5o The dependence on z 1 z2 and A 1 for given, V;;ilues 'Of ' s and uE i's 

z -21\J 1/3 
2' 

(4.3) 

Thus for all :r;nultipolarities the ,cross sections are larger for heavy 
bombarding particles, and in all cases the higher the charge number of the 
target nuclei, the lower the cross sections. (We are neglecting center-of
mass effects in these considerations). Note that for 2z 1 = A 1 all the cross 
sections are proportional to At'~ . 

When we combine the effects of the tw_o factors we find the type of 
behavior exhibited in Fig. 3, which shows the variation of cross section 
against the eriergy of the state for excitation with a given bombarding energy 
by protons, deuterons, and alpha particles. 

4. 3 Information Obtained From Experiments 

We consider now what can be derived from total-cross-section 
measurements. Equation ( 3.10} can be put in the form 

2 -4l-/3' 
s ' f'- ( ~. (4.4) 

where C}l depends only on ). and on the properties of the target nucleus. 
It can be 'seen from this that the multipole order can be determined by 
measuring the cross sections forbombarding particles having .different 
(Al/Z 1) rati<?s·and the same valu.e o~ s .. The multipole order can a.lso 
often oe obta1ned from angular~d1stnbut1on measurements (see Sechon 5). 

The form of the excitation function depends only on the parameters 

).. and ~-" Z.Z e 2 M 112:-li- 1 ·.·· ~E In Fig. 4 are plotted in 
- 1 2 . 1 . . ( 2E) 3/ 2 

arbitrary un'itsthe ratios of .<TE 2 ' uEJand .uEZ EZ.(Eq. 3.15}. to uEl' 
It can be seen that for· s) 0.2, u E

2
; u E

1 
1s · pfact1cally constant, and 

so is uE
3
/aE for s) 0.5. In these constant regions the form 6f the 

excitation funchon is independent of "; we can therefore obtain ~E even 
if we do not know the value .of ~. For low s '(andhence high bombarding 
energies) the form of the excitation function depends on ')I}; a measurement 
of the excitation function in this region therefore de.termines i if ~E is 
known. 

Measurements ofthe ex~itation functions are also useful, as they often 
enable one to distinguish between radiation from nuclear reactions and that 
from contaminants; these usually have, a diffe,rent energy dependence from 
the calculated ones for Coulomb excitation. 
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Fig. 3·. Cross sections (in arbitraty units) for excitation of 
states of various energies .6,E by 3'"'Mev hydrogen, 
deuterium, and helium ions. · · 
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4.4' Competition With Nuclear Reactions 

In practice, competition from nuclear reactions, either in the target 
nuclei themselves or in lighter contaminants, may be a. serious matter. We 
now consider how we expect this competition to vary with the nature of the 
bombarding particle. 

The height of the Coulomb barrier is approximately. 

-13 
Where We have taken r

0 
= 1.5 X 10 em. 

The lower limit to the bombarding energy is given roughly by the con
dition ~~ -v 1. If we assume that nuclear reactions cease to be of importance 
for E ( EB, then we obtain the condition for the energy of the highest level 
that can be . excited as 

,6.E ~13 · 
(

z z )1/2 
1 2 ( 1 + A I A ) 1/2 

A A 1 2 
1 2 

( 4.6) 

Here we have neglected the relative energy loss in calculating £, From this 
it would appear that there is some advantage in using heavy ions over using 
helium ions so far as interference from nuclear reactions is concerned, 
particularly when light nuclei are exCited. A further advantage arises for. 
the following reasons. 

It would in fact be unlikely that one could make Coulomb-e~citation 
measurements with E = EB. since the cross section for compound-nucleuE) 
formation is of the order oT 1 barn at this energy. compared with a cross 
section for Coulomb excitation of the order of miUibarns. It may therefore 
be necessary to work with a barrier-penetration factor as low as lo- 3 .' Now, 
th.e penetra~ion factor P d~ops off .much more .quic.kly wi~h decreasing E/EB 
w1th heavy 1ons as bombard1ng part1cles than w1th hghter tons, as can be seen 
from Fig. 5. We ha:ve used here the penetration formula given by Bethe in 
1937; this is·not the most accurate one, but should not be seriously in error. 

From Fig. 5 and Eq. (4.8) we can estimate the improvement obtained 
in using oxygen ions instead of helium ions. Assuming that we have. the same 
value of ~ in each case, then we have roughly that the ratio of energies of 
the state,s reached by oxyp.en and. by helium. ions .for the same values oft~ 
penetrat1onfactors are UE/EB)016/(E/EB)He~3j2 [(16 t A)/(4 + A)J 2, . 

These are given in Table I for three values of P. The improvement with o16 

ions is con.siderable, e'specially for light elements; in fact it is even greater 
than indicated in Table I because we have not taken into account that the 
cross section for excitation with 016 ions is sixteen times as great as that 
for excitation with helium ions when the ~ values are the same. 
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Fig. 5. _The penet~ation_fac.tors af) fu?ction:s of E/EB. for 
he hum and oxygen 1ons bombardHig target nucle1 of 
various charge numbers. 
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Table I 

Ratios of energies of the exc:ited states reached by He 
4 

and 0
16 

ions for the same values of the penetration .factors 

Penetrability z2 
factors 10 30 50 90 

p = 10 1.9 1.5 1.4 .1. 3 

p = 10- 3 . 2.0 2.0 1.6 1. 5. 

p = 10-3 2.9 2.1 1.8 1.6 

Another factor that favors. the use of heavy ions, particularly where 
heavy elements are being bombarded, is the energy lost in the center-of
mass motion. This is greater for heavier bombarding ions, and lighter 
target elements. Therefore, ·the·heavier the bombarding ion, the less the 
interference is from nuclear reactions in light-element contaminants. The 
relation between the energy Et in the center-of-mass system and the energy 
E in the lab system is given by E' = E M

2 
~/(M 1+M 2). 

4.5 Relation Between Probabilities for Excitation and Decay 

The reduced transition probabilities for excitation and decay are 
related by 

( 4. 7) 

It is important to remember the significance of the ~; they are normally 
written the same way for both excitation and decay. 'fhe transition 
probability for a photon of multipolarity ·~ and frequency w is given by 

T( ~) .:r ( ~) 2 ~+ 1 1\. (de-excitation). (4.8) 

The mean lifetime is inversely proportional to this. Hence we see that the 
states that are most easily Coulomb-excited, i.e., those with large B.~, 
are those with short lifetimes. In general it is difficult to Coulomb-ex'eite 
levels whose lifetimes can be measured by conventional means () 10 -lO sec), 
and vice versa. Both types of measurement give a value for Bt . The few 
cases in which it has been possible to make both types of measurement have 
shown quite good agreement. 
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5. ANGlJLARDISTRIBUTIONS 

5'.1 Scattered Particles · 

The angular distribution of particles elastically scattered by the Coulomb 
field of the nuGleus is given by the well-known Rutherford scatte.ring formula, 

. . 2 . -4 ... 
dcr el = 1/4 a sin B/2 d n. ( 5.1) 

where B is the scattering angle (see Fig. 1) and dQ is an element of 
solid angle. If the particles follow their classical trajectory, then the 
angular distribution of the particles that give rise to Coulomb excitation of 
m.ultipolarity 7\ is 

(5.2) 

where P'A has been defined in Section 3.1. 

These angular distributions are· similar in appearance to those which 
occur in stripping reactions, i.e .• they show peaks in the forward direction, 
We now attempt to show in a crude way how this arises. 

If we assume that most of the contribution to the cross section comes 
from the point where the par.ticle is closest to the nucleus (see Fig; 1), then 
from Eqs. (3.3) and (3.5) we have roughly 

1 ( 5, 3) oc 

where r is the minirnum distance from the nucleus of the trajectory with 
. impact parameter P. ·From the principles of conservation of energy and 
angular momentum, and from the geometrical properties of the pyperbola, 
one can show 

(5.4) 

and 

tan B/2 = a/p, ( 5. 5) 

where B is the angle of deflection. Hence, combining Eqs. {5.2), (5.3) •. 
( 5.4), and ( 5. 5), we obtain the result 

dcr1 
. -4 

cC · Slrt · . ·( . e; ~2'-+2 B/ 2 s1n .. 2 . . 

1+sinB/ 
( 5. 6) 
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This function is shown plotted in Fig. 6 for l. = 1, 2, and 3. The correct 
results are of the same general form (see Fig. 11). 

5;2 Gamma Radiation 

The situation has some similarity to that of the more familiar gamma
gamma angular correlation. In this case the angular correlation for the 
transition 

is given by 

L 1· 

W(8)=1-t2: F(L
1

J
1
J)F(L

2
J 2 J)Pv(cos 8), (5.7) 

v v v 

where L 1 = 1).
1 

and L
2 

= )),.
2 

are the angular-momenta of the gamma rays; 

JJ' J, and J 2 are .the angular momenta of .~~e initial, intermediate 1 .and 
f1nal states ~espectlvely; the Fv are coeff1c1ents that are ta~ulat~d m the 
papers by B1edenharn and Rose and by Ferentz and Rosenzwe1g; and P 
is the Legendre function of order v. We note here that the maximum vKlue 
of v that can occur is the least of 2L

1
, 2L

2
, and 2J (if J is integral), or 

(2J -1) (if J is half integral). ' 

The angular-distribution formula for Coulomb excitation when pure 
multipole radiation is emitted is 

W( 8) = 1 + L 
v 

where the coefficients 
. transitions . 

a are given in Fig. 12 (at end) fo.r :E;1 and E2 
v 

. Now, in the excitation process the transition is almost always pure 
mulfipole; we do not, for instance, have E2 and M1 mixing, which 
frequently occurs in gamma transitions, because the probability of magnetic 
excitation is very small (see Section 3). The decay of the state is frequently 
by a mixed tran·sition. In this case the angular -distribution function is 

( 5. 9) 

where w1 is given in (5.8) above; w
11 

is as (5.8) above but with L 2 replaced 
by L 2 ', the multipolarity of the mixmg transition; 5 is the ratio of the 
ampli1ude of the L

2 
to that of _the L' 

2 
component; and 

w1II ~ ( -) J -Jz. -
1 

[{2J +1){2L2 +1)(.2L' 2 +1J
1
/ 

2 ~ av F )L 1 J 1 J) Gv(L 2L' 2 J 2 J) P Jca:> ~. 
(5.10) 
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Fig. 6. The differential cross sections (in arbitrary units) 
for El, E2, and E3 excitations calculated from the 
crude formula (Eq. 5.6) derived in the text. 
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The coefficients G are tabulated in the paper .by Biedenharh and. Rose. A 
more convenient ta~ulation is given by Ferentz and Rosenzweig; they give 
values for 

The angular distribution can often be changed very considerably :by very 
small admixtures, (a few percent) because the interference term wUI depends 
on the amplitude 6 andnot on the intensity 52 of the mixing radiaflon. 

Now, an angular-distribution measurement with polarization-insensitive 
detectors cannot give information on the parity change in the transition. A 
measurement with detectors sensitive to polarization does this when we have 
a pure transition; in cases in which we have .mixed transitions such a measure
ment may remove ambiguities, in the sign and magnitude of 6, for example. 
For information regarding polarization correlations see the paper by 
Biedenharn and Rose, and remember that the parameter a must be inserted 

v in the formu1aegiven there. 

A pas sibility that must always be borne in mind in the making of angular
distribution measurements is that the anisotropy may be reduced (or even 
removed) by the action of mag'netic and electric crystalline fields. Such an 
effect can occur when the lifetime of the state is of the same order as or 
larger thari the time for precession of the nuclein moment in these fields. The 
effect is most serious when the excited nucleus is removed from its lattice 
position by the recoil energy. As a very rough guide, one can say that such 
effects may be serious if the lifetime of the excited state is greater than 
lo-10 sec, The effect maybe avoided by use of liquid targets. · 

5.3 ,Second-Order Processes 

Coulomb excitation processes involving intermediate states, as described 
in Section 3.2=, may in some circumstances produce significant m•J:>difications 
to the first-order angular distributions in the previous two sections. The 
differential cross section to the second order may be written 

(5.11) 

where da(l) is the first-order term, da( 2 ) is the second-order term, and 

da(l, Z) is the inte~fe~ence terr:n betweenrthe first- and second-order transitions. 
The interference term is in general 'the more important of. the last two terms, 
since it involves the product{~ the p.mplitude of the .. first-order term by that 
of the second, whilst the dO" ) term involves the square of the amplitude of 
the second-order term. · · 

One important case can arise as follows. Assume tp,at a pa~ticle has 
excited the nucleus to a particular magnetic subs tate M/ of the final· excited 

. state If. Now, it is possible for the particle, interacting w,ith th.e quadrupole 
moment of the nucleus, to cause a transition from this s:ubstate to another 
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magneti~ subs tate . M/ 2) . ofthe same excited state; such a process must 
change the angular distributions both of the. scattered particles and of the 
e ~;itted ga·mma rays. 

The parameter that indicates the 9.rder of magnitude of this effect 
relative to the first-order effect·is plj 2 (Eqs. (3.3) and (3.8),:-since the 
main contribution comes from the interference z:e:zin. For an E2 transition, 
using Eq. _(3.8) and rernembering that BE

2
""' e Q , where Q is the quadrupole 

moment of the excited state, we obtain 
2 

-
z_1 __ e __ 0 _ -1 z -2 A 1/2 E3/2 

~ z1 2 1 Q, (5.12) 
.,/ 2 

,.Al v a 

where E is in units of· Mev and Q ih units of 10-24 -am 2 ; we have assum.ed 
s<..<..J, so that fEz(S) ll? 1. Rewritting this in terms of £, we get 

p1/ 2/V' Al L::.E 

12 z 2 s 
Q 

(5.13)' 

We see therefore that this effect is most important with heavy ions, light 
nuclei, a·nd high excited states. Notice that, because this parameter depends 
linearly on. Q, a measurement of the deviation of the angular distribution 
from. the first-order calculation would enable one.to obtain both the.rnagnitude 
and sign .of.Q. - · -· · --

Other cases in which serious modification of the first-order angular 
distribution may occur are those for higher multipoles in which the second
order processes via intermediate states but with lower multipolarity may have 
comparable probabilities. This would occur, for instance, in the excitation 
of the 4+ state of the grouhd·-state rotational band of an even-even nucleus 
(see Section 3.2 and Sectiori 6). No single formula can be given for such cases; 
theywould have to be considered in detail, using the results given by Alder ef1al. 
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6. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

6.1 Convenient Forms for the Cross -Section Formulae. 

The cross -section forrnuiae may be written in the form 

where 

in which ~._c 

and where 

aE?A = cE~"' iJ'-2 (E-b.E')~-1 BE~ fE~ (£) RE~ (£ i'£), 

( 6. 1) 

CE~ = [ 0.072 (1 +A(/A
2

) z 1 z~-
2~+2 

barns, 

( 6 .2) 

c = 1. 79 E4 

Z Z A 112 
1 2 1 

12,65 
b.E' . { ~c,E') 2 } ____,::;__ __ .,..

3
-r-
7 

.... 2 1 +51 3 2 -· .- +. . . . 
( E - 1 I 2 b.E I ) .· .. . E 

( 6.4) 

Here E and. b.E' are in units of Mev and the: BE"' in units of e
2

( 10 -
24

)"' 

( 6. 5) 

E is the bomba"rding energy and b.E is the ene:rgy of the excited state. 
For many practical cases the factors. ~.(see Fig. 10) can be tc:tken to b.e unity, 
but for accurate work the results den ve~ from the full quantum -mechan1cal 
treatment should be used. The functions f~ ( £) are given in Figs. 8 and .9, 
(at end). '· 

6.2 Effect of Energy Loss in Target 

The factor that decides whether o:t not an expe·riment is possible is the 
yield from the reaction rather than its cross section, assuming that the signal
to -background ratio is high enough: 
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CJ (E) dE, (6.6) 

where N is the number of particles fer second incident on the target, n 
is the nu:rnber of target nuclei per em , CJ (E) is the cross section at energy 

. E, dE/dx is the energy loss per em iri the. target material, and E 0 and 
E 1 are the energies of the particles entering and leaving the target. 

The theoretical formula for the energy loss of particles moving with 
nonrelativistic velocities in an elemental t?-rget is 

m v 

2 mv 
log-~-

I 
C(Z2, EJ. 

(6.7) 

where Z 
1 

and v are the effeCtive charge and velocity of the born barding 
atoms~ me is ~he electronic mass, z 2 is the_ atomic n~mber of t~e stopping 
matenal, n' 1s the number of atoms of stopp1ng mate:r1al per em , I 1s the 
",nean excitation· potential 11 of the stopping material (I is roughly proportional 
~o z 2) '. and C i_s a factor correcting for the fact that ~t may be difficult or 
nnposs1ble to exc1te them ore strongly bound electrons 1n the atom. 

- In order to see more clearly the effect of this on Coulomb excitation, we 
eliminate v from Eq.(~>'f)by using Eq. ( 3. 7) and omitting all factors of 
purely numerical interest, the result is 

dE/dx oc•· 

c (Z 2 • EO (6.8) 

We see therefore t~at dE/dx for·excitttion o:tz.a give2 I~te with g~ven values 
of s and .6,E vanes roughly as z 1e, n' (Ai z2/z 1 ) . Cons1der how the 
yield_ from the reactior: vari~s with .• A1 Z Land z 2 for a given small _energy 
loss 1n the target. Us1ng th1s result and Eqs. · (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5) m (6.6),. 
we get approximately · 

Y(E~) ~(::JTG:r~-2 z-:~-lJ/3 (6.9) 

.c The effec'tiv.e cha~ge Z le of thebombardirig ato~. is a function'of the :elocity 
of the~ ~tom, vary1ng from zero at_ very low veloc1~1es to z 1 at v~ry h1g~ 
veloc1t1es, when the atom has all 1ts ·electrons stnpped off. To g1ve an 1dea 
of the magnitude of this effect we compare in Table II the yields for protons, 
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helium' oxygen, and neon, arbitrarily putting z J e.qual to ( 1/2) z 1 .for 
oxygen and neon and equal to Z 1 for protons andbehum. The values 1n 
Table II are calcul~ted for the same. proportion of energy lost in the target 
in each cas_e.-, To obtain this frqm Eq. (6.9) we multiply by z

1
(A /Z )1/3. 

Thus we see Jhat heavy ions give higher yields than p1;otons for ah ;;Jlt:ipolarities" 

Table II 

Comparativ'e yields for the same values of s and .6.E 
elemental target is bombarded with various particles; 
of energy lost in the target is the same for each case. 

H1 He4 0 16 

E1 1 2.5 40 

EZ 1 4 65 

E3 1 6.3 100 

when an 
the fraction 

50 

81 

126 

It should be stressed here that this result depends on one's having all the 
bombarding energy available that one requires; this condition will be met with 
the heavy ion linear accelerator but is not usually met when the accelerator 
is a Van de Graaff machine. We see also that the yield is lower as the value 
of z2 is higher; this effect increases with increasing multipolarity. 

Note that at present our knowledge of the range -energy relations for 
heavy ions is unsatisfactory. More 'experimental ~work will have to be done. 

6. 3 Excitation of the Born ba-rding Particles 

We are exciting our nuclei with the time -varying electric field produced 
by the moving particle (Section 3). The electric charge of the nucleus also 
produces a similar· time -varying field at the moving particle in its frame of 
refe renee. ·This field rriay induce transitions to excited states_ in the bombard
ing particle. Now the time for effective interaction of' the field is the same 
for both cases above. It follows therefore that if the parameter s (see
Section 3} has a certain va1ue for exciting ·a state of energy '.6.E in the target 
nucleuf?, then it has the sarrie value for exciting a state of ene'rgy .6.E in the 
bombarding particle. Therefore when we do not wish to observe radiation 
arising from excitation of the-bombarding particle we should choose the-_ 
particle so that its lowe's t excited states, which can be reached by E 1 or 
E2 excitation, have ecn:ergies ~appreciably greater than that of the higher 
s-tate we wish to excite in the target nucleus. 

It is of course possible that some applications may arise in which we 
wish to observe 'the radiation from the bombarding particle itself. 

l,' 
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6.4 Eriergi"es and Yields 
• ~~ > ; 

In Table III are· ·sh·own the bombarding energies require'd to· gi'ye;_ _ 
s = 0.5; further increase of energy above these values will give relatively 
small increase in the cross· sec'tions; The table is calculab:!d·for 238u

92 
ariq 

.t:,E = 1 Mev. In order to obtain values for other nuclei multiply by (Z 2t92) 21 3; 
take care for light nuclei, however, since the center-of-mass. effect 
is large and the semiclassical formula may not be very accur(lte.. To obtai!! 
approximate. values for other exCitation energies multiply by [.t:.E.(Me.v)j 21 3; 
remember, however, that' the value of E ·used in the formula for s depends 
on :&E to some extent (Eq.(6.4) ). 

· Table:UL 

Energies required to excite a 1-Mev state in 
238

u 
92 

with 

s = 0.5 

. Bombarding parti~le 1 
Hl 

Bombarding.· energy (Mev) 6. 5 · 

Energy per nucleon (Mev) 6.5 

4 ' 
·He. 

2 

. 15.6 

. 3.9 

160 .. 20 
8 

61 

3.8 

Ne10· 

76 

3.8 

Witp· 10 Mev per rmcleon (the energy of the heayy;-ion linear accelerator) 
and particles with N = z; we could. excite states up to 4.4 Mev in u238 and 
have s = 0.5. in this case it would not be suitable to use Nelo, whi)h has 
an excited state at 1.63 Mev (see Section 6 .. 3). However, o1 and N 4 , 
having their lowest excited states· at about 6 and 5.5 Mev respectively, would 
be suitable. 

. I~ order t~ give an idea. of the yields that can. be obtained in Co'il~r:nb
exc1tat1on expe.nments, the y1elds have been cp.lculated for 61-Mev 0 ~ons 
incident on a. 11 nearly thin target'' of tJ238 pf density 200f.lg/ Crn2, and exciting 
a state at 1 Mev. The beam intensity was assumed to be 6.25 x.10 11 i.ons 
per second, cprresponding to a target c~rrent of 0.1 f.la. if the ions have. 
charge unity,. the BE).. ·we r~ takeq t.o have single -particl~2values given by .. · . 
Eq. (4.1): The resuTts are2.0 x 104/sec for El, L9·x 10 /sec for E2, and 
1.5/sec for E3. Apart from E2 transitions, one would expect to get smaller 
yields th?.n these bec~'us.e the ·BE:~ are 'usually ~maller than the single-particle 
values.. . · 

6.5 Bremsstrahlung Background 

It i's well known that ele~troris ·produc.e a continuous ~pectrum· .of radi
ation when deflected il1 the field of a nucleus. This spectrum is known as the 
bremsstrahlung spectrum. An analagous bremsstrahlung spectrum is produced· 
when heavy particles are deflected in the field of a nucleus. This spectrum of 
background radiation is therefore always present when a Coulomb -excitation 
experiment is being performed. Its intensity sets a lower limit to the strength 
of any transition that can be detected with a given app'aratus. Clearly this 
limit depends on the resolution of the detector; the better the resolution, 
the lower the limit. 
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The differential cross section for El bremsstrahlung.has been 
calCulated with the full quantum -mechanical treatment. It is given by 

dE 
( s .. s) _x_, barns 

1 E 
X 

(6.10) 

where E is in Mev, R is the seml.classical correction factor (Eq. 1.14), 
and Ex is the photon energy. 

2
For ~i venvalue s of s, 6,E, and Z / ~ 1 · this 

cross sectlon 1ncreases as A
1 

; th1s 1s the same as the factor by wh1ch the 
Coulomb excitation cross sections increase, so that the same signal-to
background ratio is obtained for all ions with zz

1 
= A

1
. There is, however, 

a considerable advantage in ;fsing such ions rather than protons because of 
the factor (Zif A 1 - Zz/ A.z) : This excitation function has the same form as 
that for El Coulomb exc1tat1on. . · 

Consider again the case in which we bombard u 238 
with 61-Mev oxygen 

. ions to excit~ a state at 1 Mev, and let us assume that this decays .to the 
ground state, .. We are likely to use'a sodium iodide crystal to detect the 
gamma radiation; this gives a width at half maximum for the peak of about 
7%. Taking d:£X IJ!X = 0.07, we calculate that the total cross section 'u is 
equal to 9.6 x 1o-30 cm 2 , This would give a total yield of 3.2 photons per 
second in our chosen interval, and is to be compared with our value of 1. 5 
photons per second for E3 radiation. Thus. the bremsstrahlung radiation is 
likely to be serious when we are looking for E3 transitions, but is frequently 
unimportant for E 1 and E2 transitions, Notice here that the excitation 
functions for E2 and E3 excitations are almost the same as those for E1 for 
£ greater than 0,2 and 0. 5 respectively. Then in this region for E2 and E3 
and for all energies for El excitation the ratio of signal to bremsstrahlung 
background is independent of bombarding energy. For this situation the 
signal-to-bremsstrahlung ratio is unity in E2 excitation for a partial BE 2 
value given by 

(6.11) 

where a is the total conversion coefficient. 

Inspection of Fig. 4 shows that the signal to bremsstrahlung background 
increases for E2 and E3 radiation when £ is less. than 0.2 and 0,5 respectively. 
It might be necessary to use this feature in any search for E3 excitation. 

If the 1-Mev state decays by a cascade of gamma rays, the effect of 
the bremsstrahlung may be much more serious, both because the bremsstrahlung 
rises rapidly and because the counter resolution usually gets worse with 
decreasing photon energy.' In this case the ratio of signal to bremmstrahlung 
bac.kg round in general increases with inc rea sing bam barding energy. 
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6.6 Background from Characteristic X Rays 

This source of background is of importance only in the region of low 
gamma-ray energies. It arises from the filling of vacancies in the atomic 
shells produced by the bombarding particles.' The theoretical cross sections 
for ionization of the K shell have been computed in Born approximation for 
nonrelativistic electron-wave functions. The result is of the form 

provided that the K:..shell binding energy exceeds the maximum energy that a 
free electron can acquire in a collision with the bombarding particle .. This 
condition is likely to be obeyed in most cases of practical interest. · 

Experimentally the cross sections are found to be several times as 
large as those given by Eq. ( 6.12), but the energy dependence is given well 
by that formula. If the x rays are the dominating background then there is 
little advantage to be obtained in increasing the bombarding energybeyond 
the point where the cross section for Coulomb excitation increases approxi
mately as E 4 as the signal-to-noise ratio then begins to decrease. In 
Fig~ 7, is shown the ratio of the theoretical cross sections for E2 Coulomb 
excitation and ionization of the K shell as a function of £; it can be seen that 
there is an optimum at about £ = 0.5. 

If Eq. ( 6.12) is writtenin terms of £ it iz' found that for constant 
z 1/ A 1 . the cross section is proportional to A , .This is the same variation 
as for Coulomb excitation and thus the signalJo-background ratio for a given 
value of £ is indepenrlent oJ the mass of the ion under this restriction. · 

6. 7 Second-Order Processes· 

As explained in Sections 3,2 and 5.3, second- and perhaps higher
order processes may become important at high bombarding energies and with 
heavy ions. The general problem is complex, and here we consider only 

.the case of double E2 excitation with one intermediate state whh:~h has an 
energy less than that of the final state, Such a situation is of importance in. 
exciting higher states of rotational bands. The ratio of E2, E2 excitation to 
dire:ctE4 excitation is given by 

CJ E2, E2 

CJE4 EM . . ev 

~E2(Sl)fE2( £2) 

fE4(£) , 

{6,12) 

. where the units are the same as fo'r Eq. '(6',3)~ Us~ng the single-particle , 

. estimates in Eq. (4.1~ for:the· B~. ·'.we find t~at t}1is'ratio isapproximately 
. 5 for 40..:.Mev 'oxygen 1ons,·assunnng that all .the·£. values a!e.less than about 
0.2, · It can he se'en that increase in hombatc:ling energybeyond that required 
to make the £ v'alues'les;s tha·n about o'~2 ·:re·sults· iri a redu:ction in the ratio of 
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the cross section. ~duction of the energy below a certain point also results 
in a decrease of the ratio, since fE 2(£) falls off mor~ quickly with £ then 
does fE 4 (£); moreover, fE2.(£) occurs as a square te:rm. If the BE2. have 
collective values, the ratio o! rur:e:Xample 'may be many orders of magmtude 
greater than 5, since the BE4 is not likely to be appreciably greater then the 
single -particle value. Thus t:ne E2, E2 excitation predominates in this case. 

The cross sectio~·fo(E2,EZ ~x~ita:tion isgiv~n~by 
3 Al 2 

O"E2,E.2 ~ 1. 1 . 10 Z 2
2 

6 E BE2 (li~I') BE2 ·(i-4If)fE2(£1)fE2(£2)' 
. 1 2 

(6;13) 

·where the units are the_ same as those in Eq. 3. No center-of-mass effects 
have been :Ln:ciladea,, as the equation is only an approximation., 
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